Math 311:01
Student information
Please print!

Name  -----------------------------------------------

Major(s)  -----------------------------------------------

E-mail address  -----------------------------------------------

I would like to create a course webpage with the information above displayed. This should increase the ability of students to work together in this course. Do you agree to having this information posted on the web?

YES _____    NO _____

Students in this course should have had the Rutgers three semester calculus sequence, courses covering basic linear algebra and ordinary differential equations, and a course covering an introduction to mathematical proof. Have you taken these courses successfully? Please explain any negative answer.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Briefly list any other courses you have had (course titles, not numbers!) with substantial mathematical content. Certainly such courses could include some from Computer Science, Physics, Chemistry, various engineering disciplines, etc., as well as math courses.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________